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amazon com global jihad and the tactic of terror - in recent decades the taking of hostages has proven to be a
particularly effective tactic for islamic terrorist organizations worldwide including al qaeda, terrorism in europe wikipedia there is a long history of terrorism in europe this has often been linked to nationalist and separatist movements while other
acts have been related to political extremism including anarchism far right and far left extremism or religious extremism,
unholy terror bosnia al qa ida and the rise of global - unholy terror bosnia al qa ida and the rise of global jihad is by far
the most significant and insightful book yet written about the presence of foreign mujahedin in bosnia during the 1990s and
the role they and their sponsors played in globalizing the jihad that had been created during the soviet afghan conflict which
was winding down just as bosnia was on the verge of civil war, sweden police were poorly equipped for islamonazi
jihad - heavy duty protective vests helmets and intercom were in short supply during the april 7 attack in central stockholm
according to incident reports filed by officers working on the scene, uk wife informed authorities of her husband s
islamic - a muslim convert was snitched on by his pregnant wife as he tried to join so called islamic state is a court heard
ismael watson 27 from liverpool travelled to turkey and was stopped as he tried to cross the border into syria in february the
old bailey heard he denies preparation of
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